TWISTED VINTAGE DÉCOR EVENT STYLING
The success of an event lies in the beauty of its details. Twisted Vintage Decor will partner with you to
ensure a unique, composed design that embodies your style and interest. Our collective retail and
design experience as well as our backgrounds in business and event planning will not only ensure that
your event plan comes to life but also provide you with the attention to detail that makes events
successful. We will get to know you, your inspiration, and your vision for your event. Whether you need
help with your design plan, a bit of creative inspiration, or just need styling assistance on the day of,
Twisted Vintage Decor can make it happen.

Introductory Styling Consultation

$100

When to schedule: 3-5 months before event date
Meeting Length: 1 – 1 ½ hours
Styling Summary: Overview of creative ideas

Let’s talk about your ideas and vision for your event! We ask you to bring a handful of inspirational
images along to this consultation. We will also go over styling services and rental options that may fit
your personal style. We will provide a styling summary of our meeting via email within a week of the
meeting and you will be on your way to planning with your inspiration and our collective creative
ideas all in one place. If you choose further styling options with us, your $100 fee will be applied toward
any further styling service or rental fees.

Styling Design Plan

Starts at $400

When to schedule: 3-5 months before event date
Meeting Length: 1 – 1 ½ hours
Styling Summary: Detailed plan of action

After your Introductory Styling Consultation, you may want further help with the design and style of
your event. By this point you’ll not only have our styling summary, you’ll have Pinterest boards, folders
and notebooks full of ideas, and all sorts of inspirational ideas floating around in your head. This is
when we really start having fun together! Bring your favorite images along to this consultation, and
we’ll go over styling services and rental options that fit your personal style. We will schedule a followup meeting to finalize the plan, and we’ll trade ideas throughout by email correspondence as well.

Day-of Styling

Starts at $500

You have done the planning and just need help on the day-of with setup, styling and placement of
your décor so that you can simply enjoy your event. We will be responsible for putting your style and
design plan into action down to the last detail. On the day, we provide stylists (one or two – as
needed) to set, style and design your wedding as planned. This is for those in need of on-the-day
assistance to bring your vision to life without the stress or worry of assigning tasks to family and friends.
We got it!
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